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Dynadel releases Ovulation Calendar 4.0 for iPhone and iPod touch
Published on 03/15/10
Miami based Dynadel today announces Ovulation Calendar 4.0 for iPhone and iPod touch. The
Ovulation Calendar application helps you determine your fertile days of the month, so you
can either achieve or avoid pregnancy. It also maintains a list of your symptoms during
the cycle, your BBT chart and your weight chart among other features. Using the Shettles
methods it can help you get pregnant and even estimate the gender of your baby.
Miami, FL - Dynadel today is pleased to announce the release of a new version of the
original "Ovulation Calendar" for iPhone and iPod touch. The Ovulation Calendar
application helps you determine your fertile days of the month, so you can either achieve
or avoid pregnancy. It also maintains a list of your symptoms during the cycle, your BBT
chart and your weight chart among other features.
The calendar is based on the date of your periods to predict future ovulation and
menstrual cycles. Using the Shettles methods it can help you get pregnant and even
estimate the gender of your baby. If you don't want to get pregnant it could also be used
to mark the days you should abstain from intercourse to avoid a pregnancy.
Feature Highlights:
* Password protection
* Consistency checking
* Auto filling for missing periods
* Cervical Fluid tracking
* Ovulation day computation
* BBT charting
* Weight charting
* Optimized predictions engine
* Exportable reports
* Gender prediction
The new version is a total rewrite of the original application. Redesigned to completely
accommodate the most requested features from customers all over the world. A lot of new
features and improvements are included, a remarkable addition is a new prediction engine,
more precise and faster. Also a new consistency checking algorithm will prevent and help
you add missing periods from previous months.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 3.0 or later
* 0.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Ovulation Calendar 4.0 is $4.99 (USD) and available exclusively through the App Store in
the Healthcare & Fitness category.
Ovulation Calendar 4.0:
http://www.ovucalendar.com/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ovulation-calendar/id285831736?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://www.ovucalendar.com/pressImages/mainscreen.png
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App Icon:
http://www.ovucalendar.com/pressImages/icon.jpg

Dynadel is located in Miami producing exclusively iPhone applications since June 2007 and
PC and Mac software since 1986. Copyright (c) 1986-2010 by Dynadel. All rights reserved.
Apple, Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer.
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